Abnormal Behaviour Detection
Course
Jointly organized by
CJ Security Consulting Group (Singapore) and WISH AVSEC Training & Consulting (Hong Kong)

30 APRIL – 3 MAY 2013
Furama Riverfront Hotel, Singapore

Who should Attend?
Aviation security personnel, airline staff, law
enforcement personnel performing duties at
an airport; and existing personnel responsible
for the application of aviation security
preventive measures at airports.

This course will train aviation security personnel to
identify and detect abnormal behavior so that
potential threat can be intercepted and apprehended
before it becomes a threat to the airport or aircraft.
Knowledge of this specific skill will allow participants
to become more proactive in abnormal behaviorbased detection techniques when they perform AVSEC
duties at various locations in the airports.

Registration Now Open!
Click here to visit our website for full details
For further enquiries on course details, please
contact our course coordinators, Ms. Nadia
Boentoro / Ms. Crystal Choong at
registration@cjms.com.sg
Tel: +65 6464 1201 Fax: +65 6464 1203
Website: www.cjsc.com.sg
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Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.

Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees
First Line Crisis Mitigation
Crime Prevention Techniques
Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

Pearson airport security breach grounds flights
A security issue at Toronto’s Pearson airport grounded
international flights. The incident happened in Terminal
1 where international flights and flights to the U.S.
depart. Peel police were called to the scene after a
pocket knife was discovered in a passenger's carry-on
luggage on board a plane. "The laws in the U.S. have
changed to allow pocket knives on planes," said Peel
Police Constable Thomas Rattan. "However they are not
allowed on Canadian planes.“

Video report

G8 summit: Airport security stepped up ahead of meeting
The Police Service of Northern Ireland has warned of
potential disruption in and around Belfast
International Airport due to the G8 summit. World
leaders will fly into the airport and travel on to their
meeting at the Lough Erne Resort in Enniskillen,
County Fermanagh, on 17 and 18 June. It will be
attended by eight heads of state. Read more

New airport security program to ease access for travelers
Airport security officials have put a program in
place to make people smile instead of scream
when going through checkpoints. The TSA has
trained some employees to act as Passenger
Support Specialists to help anyone through the
process, but especially the disabled, those with
medical issues or people traveling with small
children. Read more

A more powerful terahertz imaging system developed
Low-energy terahertz radiation could potentially enable doctors to see deep into tissues
without the damaging effects of X-rays, or allow security guards to identify chemicals in
a package without opening it. It has been difficult, however, for engineers to make
powerful enough systems to accomplish these promising applications. A University of
Michigan release reports that now an electrical engineering research team at the
University of Michigan has developed a laser-powered terahertz source and detector
system which transmits with fifty times more power and receives with thirty times more
sensitivity than existing technologies. Read more
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North Korea preparing nuclear test, South Korea says
North Korea may be preparing for a fourth nuclear test,
South Korean officials say. South Korean Unification Minister
Ryoo Kihl-jae told lawmakers there are "signs" of increased
activity in the North's main nuclear test site. A newspaper
also quoted a South Korean official confirming activity similar
to the North's third test on 12 February. North Korea has stepped up its rhetoric in
recent weeks, threatening to attack US and South Korean targets. Read more

Aviation &
Maritime Training
Aviation Security for Senior

Terrorists planning Somali attacks, government warns
Terrorists are in the final stages of planning attacks in the
Somali capital, Mogadishu, the British government has
warned. Concerns about a possible attack were
highlighted in a statement issued by the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO), which already advises
against all travel to Somalia. Read more

TERRORISM: Aaron Yoon currently jailed on terrorism-related
charges
A Canadian currently incarcerated for terrorism-related charges in the
west African country of Mauritania has a strong connection to
Chatham. Aaron Yoon, accused of having ties to the terrorist group al
Qaida, attended St. Ursula Catholic School from Grade 1 to 8 from the
mid 1990s to early 2000. A retired teacher recalled Yoon being a
happy-go-lucky kind of student in the classroom while his teacher at
the Chatham elementary school. Read more

Army foils Chouf arms smuggling plot, gunman killed.
The Army announced Sunday that it had foiled over the weekend
an arms smuggling plot by a group of gunmen in the Chouf region
who had planned to hand the weapons to “extremist groups.”
The Army operation led to a shootout with the gunmen, resulting
in the death of one man and the wounding of a soldier, in the
latest cross-border security incident to erupt in the past week.
Read more

Mexican drug cartels dispatch
agents deep inside US

ICA: Woman arrested for
smuggling drugs in underwear

Mexican drug cartels whose operatives
once rarely ventured beyond the U.S.
border are dispatching some of their most
trusted agents to live and work deep inside
the US - an emboldened presence that
experts believe is meant to tighten their
grip on the world's most lucrative narcotics
market and maximize profits. Read more

A 39-year-old female Malaysian
motorcyclist has been arrested allegedly
for smuggling drugs into Singapore by
hiding them in her underwear. During
checks, female officers from ICA noticed
the woman was wearing two layers of
undergarments. Read more

Management, Supervisors

AVSEC for front-line Security
Officers

Tactical Profiling Course

Bomb Threat Handling

Document Verification Course
(Travel documents)

Check-point Screeners Course
(x-ray)
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight

Understanding Explosives

International Ship & Port Facility
Security Code
Maritime Security Audits &
Inspections
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